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Abstract: An extended membrane system using a tissue-like P system with evolutional symport/antiport
rules and a promoter/inhibitor, which is based on the evolutionary mechanism of quantum-behaved
particle swarm optimization (QPSO) and improved QPSO, named CQPSO-ETP, is designed and
developed in this paper. The purpose of CQPSO-ETP is to enhance the optimization performance of
statistical network structure-based membrane-inspired evolutionary algorithms (SNS-based MIEAs)
and the QPSO technique. In CQPSO-ETP, evolution rules with a promoter based on a standard
QPSO mechanism are introduced to evolve objects, and evolution rules with an inhibitor based on
an improved QPSO mechanism using self-adaptive selection, and cooperative evolutionary and
logistic chaotic mapping methods, are adopted to avoid prematurity. The communication rules with
a promoter/inhibitor for objects are introduced to achieve the exchange and sharing of information
between different membranes. Under the control of the evolution and communication mechanism,
the CQPSO-ETP can effectively improve the performance with the help of a distributed parallel
computing model. The proposed CQPSO-ETP is compared with PSO, QPSO and two existing
improved QPSO approaches which are conducted on eight classic numerical benchmark functions to
verify the effectiveness. Furthermore, computational experiments which are made on eight tested
images with three comparative clustering approaches are adopted, and the experimental results
demonstrate the clustering validity of the proposed CQPSO-ETP.

Keywords: tissue-like P systems; evolution and communication rules; promoter and inhibitor;
quantum-behaved particle swarm optimization; image segmentation

1. Introduction

Membrane computing (MC) is an important branch of bio-inspired computing, which
is initiated by Păun [1], and the computing models of membrane computing are also
called membrane systems or P systems. P systems focus on abstracting some fundamental
concept from the structure and functioning of the living cells, cell tissues or colonies of
cells. Research shows that some P systems have the same computing power as Turing
machines, or are more efficient, to some extent [2]. There are three classic computing models
of P systems according to the structure of the membrane or cell arrangement in previous
studies and researches, including cell-like P systems, tissue-like P systems and neural-like P
systems [3]. Many variants of P systems based on biological facts, mathematical biological
cells, theoretical computer science or application motivations have been presented for
solving difficult optimization problems in real life [4,5].

In general, several variants of P systems on the theoretical development of MC that are
mostly based on three classic P systems that recruit various ingredients, including energy,
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catalysts and mitosis, have been reported in previous studies and related works [6]. Many
kinds of extended cell-like P systems have been reported in the literature, such as cell-like
P systems with active membranes inspired in the mitosis process [7–9], cell-like P systems
with evolutional symport/antiport rules inspired by the conservation law [10,11], and so
on. Similarly, tissue-like P systems with evolutional symport/antiport rules are a class of
computing modes based on cell inter-communication in tissues [6,12,13]. The interchange
of objects between regions are determined by the existence of promoters or inhibitors, it
is simply called tissue-like P systems with a promoter/inhibitor [14–16]. The multiset
rewriting rules are introduced to tissue-like P systems based on the energy assumption,
which names homeostasis tissue-like P systems [17,18]. Spiking neural-like P systems (SN
P) are an important computing model of neural-like P systems [19]. Many variants of SN P
systems have emerged, such as SN P systems with rules on synapses [20], SN P systems
with multiple channels [21], SN P systems with anti-spikes [22], and other made changes on
communication rules [23]. The analysis of computing power and computational efficiency
for P systems and their variants is also an important part of studies and works [24].

Evolutionary computation (EC) based on the fundamental principles of biological
evolution is an important branch of natural computing [25], which generally divided into
two broad areas, evolutionary algorithms (EAs) and swarm intelligence (SI) [26]. Especially,
EAs are inspired by natural selection and molecular genetics, consisting of classic EAs and
recently developed EAs [27]. Classic EAs included genetic algorithms (GAs) [28], evolu-
tion strategies (ES) [29], evolutionary programming (EP) [30] and genetic programming
(GP) [31]. Recently developed EAs contained a family of optimization algorithms, such as
quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithms (QIEAS) [32], simulated annealing (SA) [33],
differential evolution (DE) [34], and tabu search (TS) [35]. SI involved many kinds of
meta-heuristic techniques, including particle swarm optimization (PSO) [36], ant colony
optimization (ACO) [37], an artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC) [38], biogeography-based
optimization (BBO) [39], and an artificial fish swarm algorithm [40]; these techniques have
been widely used to solve many complicated problems [41].

The combination of MC and EC is an important application in studies of MC and
EC [42], which is named evolutionary membrane computing (EMC) [43]. The parallel-
distributed framework of MC and computing characteristics of EC, such as easy imple-
mentation, robust performance, are utilized to EMC in order to improve computation
performance [44]. In this respect, two wide research areas of EMC have been studied, in-
cluding membrane-inspired evolutionary algorithms (MIEAs), also called membrane algo-
rithms (MAs), and the automated design of membrane computing models (ADMCM) [27].
Specially, MIEAs or MAs are outstanding instances in MC for approaching real-word appli-
cations [45], which can be classified into two categories according to different membrane
structure: hierarchical membrane structure from cell-like P systems and network membrane
structure from tissue-like P systems and neural-like P systems [46].

Furthermore, hierarchical structure based MIEAs, including a nested membrane struc-
ture (NMS) [47], one level membrane structure (OLMS) [48], hybrid membrane structure
(HMS) [49] and dynamic membrane structure (DMS) [50], are the first kind of EMC. NMS-
based MIEAs are designed to integrate cell-like P systems with different meta-heuristic
techniques, such as GA [51], DE [52,53], ACO [54], and so on [55,56]. OLMS-based MIEAs
are proposed to combine cell-like P systems and different algorithms in a membrane (AIM),
such as GA [57], DE [58], PSO [59,60], ACO [61], and QIEAS [62]. Due to combination
possibilities of a hybrid membrane structure, HMS-based MIEAs based on the membrane
structure of NMS and OLMS are presented. However, the complexity and difficulty of
a hybrid structure are limited to the development of HMS-based MIEAs [63,64]. The dy-
namic membrane structure of DMS-based MIEAs is different from the static membrane
structure of NMS-based MIEAs, OLMS-based MIEAs and HMS-based MIEAs. Moreover,
the hierarchical membrane structure of DMS-based MIEAs can be changed with active
membranes during the evolution process [65,66].
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The network structure based MIEAs, including the statistical network structure (SNS)
and dynamical network structure (DNS), are the second kind of EMC [67]. SNS-based
MIEAs are presented by using tissue-like P systems or neural-like P systems with various
network topologies [68]. Various meta-heuristic algorithms, such as GA [69], DE [70] and its
variants [71,72], PSO [73,74], ABC [75], and BBO [76], are usually introduced to SNS-based
MIEAs as the basic evolutionary operation in the cell or neural [77–81]. The membrane
structure in DNS-based MIEAs can be dynamically changed according to communication
channel rules, and this class of MIEAs, with an extended membrane structure, has great
potential for solving complex problems [82,83]. For another kind of EMC, ADMCMs are
designed to overcome the complex programmability of membrane-based modes, and the
automated synthesis of computing models by applying various meta-heuristic methods can
be obtained through this class of EMC [84–86]. Three important research topics of ADMCM
have been investigated, including abstract rewriting systems on multisets (ARSM) [87],
parameter optimization of P system models (POPSM) [88] and automatic design of P
systems (ADPS) [89–91].

Quantum-behaved particle swarm optimization (QPSO) is a variant of PSO which
was initiated by Sun in 2004 [92], and the sampling space of QPSO covers the whole
search space due to the probabilities of potential well models [93]. It has been proved
that the global search ability of QPSO has been improved more than classic PSO [94].
Although QPSO has been shown a greater potential than traditional EC [95], it still has
some limitations in the sample test set, such as being easily trapped into local optima
and exhibited prematurity [96]. Tissue-like P systems are a kind of classic computing
model in MC, and the underlying membrane structure of tissue-like P systems can be
abstracted to an arbitrary graph in mathematics compared with cell-like P systems [97].
The parallel-distributed framework, particularly the membrane structure, and evolution–
communication mechanism of tissue-like P systems can be used to improve the performance
of EC. Therefore, the tissue-like P system with evolutional symport/antiport rules and a
promoter/inhibitor is introduced to enhance the optimization performance of QPSO and to
overcome the limitation as we mentioned above.

This work focuses on the development of a membrane computing model in SNS-based
MIEAs to solve some optimization problems and image segmentation problems, which
is based on the evolution mechanism of QPSO and improved QPSO, and the evolution–
communication mechanism of the tissue-like P system. An extended tissue-like P system
based on the evolution–communication mechanism of the tissue-like P system, with evolu-
tional symport/antiport rules and a promoter/inhibitor, and an evolutionary mechanism
of QPSO and improved QPSO is proposed. It is one kind of SNS-based MIEA, and simply
named CQPSO-ETP. Evolutional symport/antiport rules and a promoter/inhibitor are
introduced to this extended P system in order to adjust the executing sequence of evolution–
communication rules. In CQPSO-ETP, two kinds of evolution rules with a promoter and
inhibitor for objects based on different generating strategies for local attractor are described,
one of the evolution rules with a promoter is based on the evolutionary mechanism of
the standard QPSO technique. Another evolution rule with an inhibitor is based on the
evolutionary mechanism of an improved QPSO technique using self-adaptive selection, co-
operative evolution and a logistic chaotic mapping method. The communication for objects
in different membranes or regions is achieved by the execution of communication rules
with a promoter and inhibitor for objects. At last, the proposed CQPSO-ETP is evaluated
on eight classic numerical benchmark functions and compared with PSO, QPSO, and two
existing improved QPSO optimization approaches to verify the validity and performance.
Furthermore, this extended P system is compared with three classic existing clustering
techniques, and comparison experiments on eight tested images from image segmentation
problems are performed to validate the clustering efficiency of this proposed CQPSO-ETP.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the basic framework of the tissue-like P
system with evolutional symport/antiport rules and a promoter/inhibitor are described
in Section 2. More details about the evolutionary mechanism of QPSO and improved
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QPSO are given in Section 3. The extended tissue-like P system based on the tissue-like P
system with evolutional symport/antiport rules and a promoter/inhibitor, and QPSO and
improved QPSO are proposed in Section 4, and evolution and communication rules with a
promoter/inhibitor for objects are described in more details in this section. Experimental
results and analysis on eight classic numerical benchmark functions with four comparative
approaches are reported in Section 5. Section 6 gives the experimental results and discussion
which are made on eight tested images with three classic existing clustering approaches to
evaluate the clustering efficiency of this proposed extended tissue-like P system. Section 7
provides some conclusions and outlines future research directions.

2. The Tissue-like P System
2.1. The Tissue-like P System with Evolutioanl Symport/Antiport Rules

In the computing model of a basic tissue-like P system with symport/antiport rules
and its variants, different membranes or regions exchange and share information or objects
according to the standard symport/antiport rules, but the objects are not modified during
this communication process. In fact, this communication method only changed the place
of the objects in the system, but did not change the chemical properties of the objects.
Chemical substances are modified in the cell biology when the substances enter or exit in
different membranes, and this biological phenomenon is called the evolution of substances.
Therefore, the evolution idea for objects during the communication process is inspired
from the evolution of substances which can be considered in the tissue-like P system, then
the objects can be modified through some evolution rules. A tissue-like P system with an
evolutional symport/antiport is described as a tuple in the following [24]:

Π = (Γ, ε, µ, ω1, · · · , ωm, R, σout),

where

(1) Γ is a non-empty finite alphabet of objects, each alphabet represents an object;
(2) ε is a set of initial objects located in the environment;
(3) µ is the membrane structure of the system that consisting m membranes;
(4) ω1, · · · , ωm are finite multisets of the initial objects over Γ;
(5) R is a finite set of evolution rules of the following forms:

<1> Evolutional symport rules: [u]i[]j → []i[u′ ]j , where 1 < i ≤ m, 0 < j ≤ m,
i 6= j,u ∈ Γ+, u′ ∈ Γ∗ or i = 0, 1 < j ≤ m, u ∈ Γ+, u′ ∈ Γ∗;

<2> Evolutional antiport rules: [u]i[v]j → [v′ ]i[u′ ]j where 0 ≤ i 6= j ≤ m, u, v ∈ Γ+,
u′ , v′ ∈ Γ∗;

(6) σout is the output region or membrane in the tissue-like P system with the evolutional
symport/antiport rules, σout ∈ {σ0, σ1, · · · , σm}, where the membrane i (1 ≤ i ≤ m) is
simply denoted by σi, and environment is usually denoted by σ0.

An evolutional symport rule, [u]i[]j → []i[u′ ]j , provides a new kind of communication
way from membrane i to membrane j. It only can be executed on a moment if there is a
membrane in a configuration which contains a multiset of objects that are denoted by u
(u ∈ Γ). When the evolutional symport rule associated with membrane i (1 ≤ i ≤ m) and
membrane j (1 ≤ j ≤ m) is applied, the objects u in membrane i are evolved to the new
objects which are denoted by u′ (u′ ∈ Γ), and are sent to membrane j at the same time. Note
that objects u in membrane i are consumed during this evolutional communication process.
An evolutional antiport rule, [u]i[v]j → [v′ ]i[u′ ]j , provides a new kind of communication
way from membrane i to membrane j. It only can be executed on a moment if there is a
membrane in a configuration which contains a multiset of objects u, and another membrane
which contains a multiset of objects that are denoted by v (v ∈ Γ). When the evolutional
antiport rule associated with membrane i and membrane j is applied, the objects u in
membrane i are evolved to the new objects u′ and are sent to membrane j. At the same
time, the objects v in membrane j are evolved to the new objects that are denoted by v′
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(v′ ∈ Γ) and are sent to membrane i. Note that objects u in membrane i and object v in
membrane j are consumed during this evolutional communication process. Especially, if
the objects are not modified but have just changed their place during the communication
process in the tissue-like P system, then it is a particular case of the tissue-like P system
with evolutional symport/antiport rules, and simply called the tissue-like P system with
symport/antiport rules.

2.2. The Tissue-like P System with Evolutional Symport/Antiport Rules and Promoter/Inhibitor

In general, the evolutional rules in the traditional tissue-like P system with evolutional
symport/antiport rules are adopted in this work, which are applied in a maximal and
spontaneous parallel manner. The evolutional symport/antiport rules for objects are
only executed on this moment when the objects exist in the membranes or environment.
Therefore, the promoter and inhibitor are introduced to dynamically change the evolution–
communication process of this system in order to adjust the execution sequence rather
than the uncertain working manner of the traditional P system. Therefore, a recognizer
tissue-like P system with evolutional symport/antiport rules and a promoter/inhibitor is
defined, and simply called an ETP system. An ETP system is a tuple which can be described
in the following [15]:

Π = (Γ, ε, µ, ω1, · · · , ωm, R, σout),

where

(1) Γ is a finite non-empty alphabet of objects;
(2) ε is a set of initial objects located in the environment;
(3) µ is the membrane structure consisting of m membranes;
(4) ω1, · · · , ωm are finite multisets of initial objects over Γ;
(5) R is a finite set of rules that contained two kinds of evolution rules, i.e., evolutional

symport rules with a promoter/inhibitor and evolutional antiport rules with a pro-
moter/inhibitor, which are described in following forms:

<1> Evolutional symport rules:
[
u
∣∣p ]i[]j → []i[u′ ]j , where 0 ≤ i 6= j ≤ m, u ∈ Γ+,

u′ ∈ Γ∗,p ∈ Γ;
<2> Evolutional antiport rules:

[
u
∣∣p ]i[v]j → [v′ ]i[u′ ]j , where 0 ≤ i 6= j ≤ m,

u, v ∈ Γ+, u′ , v′ ∈ Γ∗, p ∈ Γ;

(6) σout is the output region or membrane in the ETP system, where σout ∈ {σ0, σ1, · · · , σm}.
In ETP system, an evolutional symport rule with a promoter/inhibitor,

[
u
∣∣p ]i[]j → []i[u′ ]j

provides a new kind of communication pathway between membrane i and membrane
j. It can be executed on a moment if there is a membrane in a configuration which not
only contains a multiset of objects, u (u ∈ Γ), but also contains the promoter/inhibitor
objects that are denoted by p. Specially, promoter/inhibitor objects p in the subscript
are the promoter or inhibitor of the form p = p∗ and p = ¬p∗, where p∗ represents the
promoter and ¬p∗ represents the inhibitor. When the evolutional antiport rule with the
promoter/inhibitor associated with membrane i and membrane j is applied, the objects
u with the promoter/inhibitor objects p in membrane i are evolved to the new objects
u′ and are sent to membrane j. Note that the objects u and promoter/inhibitor objects p
in membrane i are consumed during this evolutional communication process. An evo-
lutional antiport rule with a promoter/inhibitor,

[
u
∣∣p ]i[v]j → [v′ ]i[u′ ]j provides a new

kind of communication way between membrane i to membrane j. It can be executed on
a moment if there is a membrane in a configuration which contains a multiset of objects
u and promoter/inhibitor objects p, and another membrane in the same configuration
which contains a multiset of objects v (v ∈ Γ). When the evolutional antiport rule with the
promoter/inhibitor associated with membrane i and membrane j is applied, the objects
u with the promoter/inhibitor objects p in membrane i are evolved to the new objects
u′ and are sent to membrane j. And the objects v in membrane j are evolved to the new
objects v′ and are sent to membrane i at the same time. Note that the objects u and the
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promoter/inhibitor objects p in membrane i, and the objects v in membrane j are consumed
during this evolutional communication process.

An ETP system with the degree m (m ≥ 1) can be regarded as a set of m cells or
membranes which are labeled from 1 to m, and the environment is usually labeled by 0.
Traditionally, the mathematics structure of the ETP system can be viewed as a graph in
topology. A configuration of the ETP system at any time can be described by all multisets
of objects over Γ with corresponding cells or membranes in the system, and the multisets
of objects over Γ/ε with the environment at the same time. All objects can be evolved
through a maximally parallel manner at each step. The ETP system started from the initial
configuration and evolved to the execution of the evolutional symport/antiport rules with a
promoter/inhibitor, as described above, then a sequence of consecutive configurations will
be generated and changed during this evolution process. If no rules can be executed in the
system, the computation of the ETP system will be stopped. The end of the configuration
is called the halting configuration. Note that only the halting configuration will gives the
final computational results obtained from the system, which are usually encoded to the
number of the objects placed in the output region or membrane σout.

3. The Improved Quantum-Behaved Particle Swarm Optimization
3.1. The Standard Quantum-Behaved Particle Swarm Optimization

The Quantum-behaved particle swarm optimization (QPSO) is inspired by the con-
cepts of quantum physics and PSO techniques. As a probabilistic global optimization
technique, the basic principle of QPSO is different from the basic principle of the PSO
technique. Each particle only depends on the information of the local attractor and local
best to adjust the flight trajectory. Compared with traditional PSO, the velocity of a particle
is replaced by the local attractor, and the local attractor contains two parts, including
self-cognition and social-cognition. Therefore, each particle moves according to the local
attractor and the mean position of the local best in the whole population, and will attract to
the local attractor based on the position of the local best and global best in the search space.
The local attractor is denoted by zi(t) of i-th particle at iteration t, which is determined by
(1) in the following [98]:

zij(t) = ϕ ∗ pij(t) + (1− ϕ) ∗ pgj(t), forj = 1, 2, · · · , D, (1)

where ϕ is a uniform random number which is distributed on the interval from 0 to 1,
ϕ ∼ U(0, 1). D is the dimension of the search space. pi(t) is the position of the local
best for particle i at iteration t, and pg(t) is the position of the global best in the whole
population of the particle at iteration t. The zij(t) is a stochastic point on the j-th (1 ≤ j ≤ D)
dimension which was generated from the point pij(t) of the local best position, pi(t) on the
j-th dimension, and the point pgj(t) of the global best position pg(t) on the j-th dimension.
The new point xij of position xi of the i-th particle at iteration t + 1 is defined by (2) in the
following [98]

xij(t + 1) = zij(t)± γ ∗
∣∣pmj(t)− xij(t)

∣∣ ∗ ln(1/η), j = 1, 2, · · · , D, (2)

where η is a uniform random number which is distributed on the interval from 0 to 1,
η ∼ U(0, 1). γ is the adjustment parameter to adjust the search speed of the i-th particle,
and the named contraction–expansion coefficient. pm(t) is the position of the mean best
based on the average of the local best for all particles in the whole population at iteration t,
and it is also used to enhance the collaborative ability and global search ability for particles.
The position pm(t) of the mean best at iteration t is given by (3) in the following [92],

pm(t) =
1
N
∗

N

∑
i=1

pi(t) =

(
1
N
∗

N

∑
i=1

pi1(t),
1
N
∗

N

∑
i=1

pi2(t), · · · ,
1
N
∗

N

∑
i=1

piD(t)

)
, (3)
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The Equation (3) can be simplified as shown in (4) in the following [92],

pmj(t) =
1
N
∗

N

∑
i=1

pij(t), j = 1, 2, · · · , D, (4)

where N is the total number of particles in the population.
The computing procedure of the QPSO technique can be described as follows:

(1) Initialization. Initialize the position of all particles with random numbers in the
search space;

(2) Update. Update the position of the local best and the global best for each particle, and
compute the position of the mean best based on the position of the local best for all
particles in the population according to Equation (3) or (4);

(3) Evaluation. Update the local attractor and position for each particle according to
Equations (1) and (2), and evaluate the fitness function which is used to select the
local best and global best in the population;

(4) Termination. The steps (2)–(3) will be implemented repeatedly with an iterative form
until the termination criterion is satisfied, and the termination criterion of the QPSO
technique is to evaluate whether the maximum number of iterations is reached.

3.2. The Cooperative Evolutionary Self-Adaptive Quantum-Behaved Particle Swarm Optimization

In this section, an improved QPSO is presented to enhance the global search ability and
to avoid prematurity, which is simply named CQPSO. The self-adaptive selection method
is introduced to dynamically adjust the values of acceleration factors in the updating of the
local attractor, and the diversity function is adopted to help particles escape to the local
optimum. Then the cooperative evolutionary strategy is used for the updating of the local
attractor in the QPSO technique, and to increase the probability of discovering the global
optimum in the search space. At last, a logistic chaotic mapping method is introduced to
generate the chaotic sequence of random parameters in the position updating of particles.
More details about the CQPSO technique are discussed in the following.

3.2.1. Self-Adaptive Selection

In the classic QPSO technique as we mentioned above, the local attractor zi of the i-th
particle is determined by the position of the local best and global best, according to the
Equation (1). Based on this, the regulation parameter ϕi of the i-th particle is the key factor
to balance the influence of the local best and global best. Therefore, the acceleration factors
are introduced to generate the regulation parameter in the updating of the local attractor,
which are given by (5) in the following [93],

ϕi =
c1 ∗ r1

c1 ∗ r1 + c2 ∗ r2
, (5)

where r1 and r2 are uniform random numbers which are distributed on the interval from
0 to 1, r1 ∼ U(0, 1), and r2 ∼ U(0, 1). c1 and c2 are two acceleration factors in the updating
of the regulation parameter. The acceleration factors have a considerable impact both on the
convergence speed and accuracy of the QPSO technique. Therefore, the diversity function,
which is denoted by D, is introduced to dynamically adjust the acceleration factors in order
to avoid prematurity and to enhance the global search ability. The diversity function is
shown in (6) in the following [93],

D =
min

(
fg, favg

)
max

(
fg, favg

) , (6)

where fg is the fitness values of the current global best in the population. favg is the
average of fitness values for all the current position of the particles. Thus the maximum
and minimum of diversity function D is 0 and 1 through Equation (6), especially if D = 1,
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which means the population diversity of the particles is poor, and if D � 1, which means
the population diversity of particles is good [93].

The position of the particle is far away from the position of the global best in the
search space at the early stage. Then the particle adjusts the direction of the flight trajectory
though the influence of the local attractor and mean best. Therefore, the position of the
particle is gradually close to the position of the global best in the search space. The diversity
function D, as we mentioned above, is introduced to dynamically adjust the values of the
corresponding acceleration factor c1 and c2, which is based on the proximity of the current
position and global best in the population. The corresponding acceleration factors c1 and c2
are given by (7) in the following [93],

ci =

 (cmax − cmin) ∗ tan
(

0.875
(

tmax−t
tmax

)0.6
)
+ cmin, D > ζ

(cmax − cmin) ∗
(

tmax−t
tmax

)
+ cmin, D ≤ ζ

, i = 1, 2, (7)

where cmin and cmax are the minimum and maximum of the acceleration factor. tmax is the
maximum number of iterations. ζ is a predefined threshold of acceleration factors.

3.2.2. Cooperative Evolutionary

In the traditional QPSO technique, the local attractor of each particle is determined
by the position of the local best and global best in the population. Furthermore, the
population diversity of particles decreases under the guidance of the local attractor during
the optimization process [99]. The position of the particles will be limited in a rectangle,
the vertices of which are the position of the global best and local best, with the decreasing
of the local attractor in the possible distribution space. Then particles will be easily trapped
into the local optimum and appear prematurely. Therefore, the modification of Equation (1)
is given in (8) in the following [99],

zij(t) = ϕi(t) ∗ pij(t) + (1− ϕi(t)) ∗ pr1 j(t) + ∆ij(t), j = 1, 2, · · · , D (8)

where ϕi(t) is a sequence number that is generated by Equation (5) at iteration t. pr1(t) is
the position of the local best for particle r1, it can be randomly selected from the population
of particles at iteration t. ∆i(t) = {∆i1(t), ∆i2(t), · · · , ∆iD(t)} is a perturbation vector at
iteration t, which is given by (9) in the following [99],

∆i(t) = ψi(t) ∗
(

pr2(t)− pg(t)
)
, (9)

where ψi(t) = ξi(t) ∗ (t/tmax − 0.5), ξ is a uniform random number which is distributed
on the interval from 0 to 1. tmax is the maximum number of iterations. pr2(t) is the position
of the local best for particle r2, which is randomly selected from the population of particles
at iteration t; note that i 6= r1 6= r2.

3.2.3. Logistic Chaotic Mapping

A logistic map, which was developed by May [100], is a classic kind of chaotic mapping
method. And the chaotic variant ch(t + 1) at iteration t + 1, based on the logistic mapping
method, is given by (10) in the following [101]

ch(t + 1) = ς ∗ ch(t) ∗ (1− ch(t)), ch(t) ∈ (0, 1) , (10)

where ch(t) is the chaotic number at iteration t, for ch(0) /∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0}. ς is the
control parameter, also called the chaotic coefficient, which is used to adjust the chaotic
behavior of the chaotic variant ch(t) at iteration t, for ς ∈ (0,+∞). If 3.5699 · · · ≤ ς ≤ 4,
and the Lyapunov exponent of logistic map is greater than 0, it means that the chaotic
system is in a stable state at iteration t. The values of the chaotic variant based on varying
values of the chaotic coefficient are shown in Figure 1a. Thus, a random sequence of the
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chaotic variant, which is generated by Equation (10), is distributed on the interval from
0 and 1 with some features, such as ergodicity, nonlinear, random similarity. A logistic
chaotic map sequence of a chaotic variant after 100 iterations is given in Figure 1b.

Figure 1. (a) Bifurcation diagram for the logistic map; (b) a logistic chaotic map sequence after
100 iterations.

In the position updating of particles in the QPSO technique, η is a uniform random
number which is distributed on the interval from 0 to 1 through Equation (2), η ∼ U(0, 1).
Therefore, the logistic mapping method, as we mentioned above, is adopted to generate the
random parameter in Equation (2), it can help particles to explore the vicinity region of a
potential solution by oscillating in the search space compared with the random generation
method. The modification of the random parameter η at iteration t + 1 is given in (11) in
the following

ηi(t + 1) = ς ∗ ηi(t) ∗ (1− ηi(t)), ηi(t) ∈ (0, 1), (11)

where ηi(t) is the values of parameter η for the i-th particle at iteration t through Equation (2),
for ηi(0) /∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0}. Usually, in order to ensure the stability of the chaotic
system, the value of the chaotic coefficient ς is set to 4.

4. The Proposed CQPSO-ETP

In this section, an extended tissue-like P system based on the evolution–communication
mechanism of ETP and the evolution mechanism of QPSO and improved QPSO is proposed,
and simply named CQPSO-ETP. The evolutionary mechanism for objects and communi-
cation mechanism for global objects are introduced in this extended P system. The rest of
this section is organized in the following. Firstly, the general framework of this extended
tissue-like P system is described, and the basic membrane structure is given in more details.
Secondly, the evolution mechanism of QPSO and CQPSO and the evolution-communication
mechanism of a tissue-like P system with evolutional symport/antiport rules and a pro-
moter/inhibitor are introduced in the CQPSO-ETP to improve the performance of the
extended P system. The computation of the proposed CQPSO-ETP is given in the following
content. The complexity analysis of the CQPSO-ETP is described in the last parts.

4.1. The General Framework of CQPSO-ETP

The general framework of CQPSO-ETP is similar to the tissue-like P system with
evolutional symport/antiport rules and a promoter/inhibitor. However, the rules for
objects in the CQPSO-ETP are divided into two kinds of rules for objects, including the
evolution rules for objects and communication rules for global objects. The membranes
in the CQPSO-ETP system, are labeled from 1 to m, and simply denoted by σ1, σ2, · · · , σm.
Respectively, CQPSO-ETP is a tuple which can be formally described in the following,

Π = (Γ, µ, ω1, · · · , ωm, R, R′ , σout),

where
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(1) Γ is a finite non-empty alphabet of objects;
(2) µ is the membrane structure of CQPSO-ETP consisting of m membranes;
(3) ω1, · · · , ωm are finite multisets of initial objects in the membranes, with ωi ∈ Γ, for

1 ≤ i ≤ m;
(4) R represents finite sets of evolution rules in the CQPSO-ETP, R = {R1, R2, · · · , Rm}.

Where Ri (1 ≤ i ≤ m) represents a finite set of evolution rules for objects associated
with membrane i. Furthermore, the evolution rules Ri of membrane i are of the
form: Ri =

{
u
∣∣p → v

}
, for u, v, p ∈ Γ. When the evolution rule is applied, object

u is evolved to object v with the promoter/inhibitor p in the same membrane. In
particular, p is the promoter or inhibitor of the form p = p∗ and p = ¬p∗, where p∗

represents the promoter and ¬p∗ represents the inhibitor.
(5) R′ represents finite sets of communication rules in the CQPSO-ETP, R′ =

{
R′1, R′2, · · · , R′m

}
.

R′ij (1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ m) represents a finite set of commutation rules for global objects
associated with membrane i to membrane j. The form of the communication rules is
also the same as the form of the evolutional symport/antiport rules, which can be
described in the form: R′ij =

{[
u
∣∣q ]i[]j → []i[u′ ]j

}
or R′ij =

{[
u
∣∣q ]i[v]j → [v′ ]i[u′ ]j

}
,

for u, v, u′ , v′ , q ∈ Γ, q 6= p, where q is the promoter or inhibitor of the form q = q∗

and q = ¬q∗, q∗ represents the promoter, and ¬q∗ represents the inhibitor; note that
p 6= q.

(6) σout is the output membrane in the CQPSO-ETP, where σout ∈ {σ1, · · · , σm} or
σout = σ0. Once the computation is completed, the computational results or objects
in the output membrane will be transported to the environment. The membrane
structure of CQPSO-ETP is especially graphically depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The membrane structure of CQPSO-ETP.

In Figure 2, the CQPSO-ETP contains m membranes, which are simply denoted by
σ1, σ2, · · · , σm. σi (1 ≤ i ≤ m) is called the elementary membrane and does not contain
any other membrane, and σ0 represents the environment that is around the elementary
membrane. All membranes work in a parallel way, and each membrane can be viewed
as a parallel computing unit. The elementary membrane only communicated with its
neighboring membranes, which are the adjacent membranes of the current membrane in
the graphical structure of Figure 2. This communication relationship is defined by the
dotted lines, the exchange and sharing of information in different membranes is connected
with the direction of the arrow in Figure 2. All initial objects of the system are contained
in elementary membranes from 1 to m in the CQPSO-ETP. Therefore, in the proposed
CQPSO-ETP, σi (1 ≤ i ≤ m) represents the input membrane σin, consisting of all initial
objects for the system, and σ0 represents the output region σout, which is used to store
computational results or objects of the system for each iteration.

4.2. Evolution Rules

There are two kinds of evolution rules based on different updating mechanisms of
QPSO and improved QPSO for objects in the proposed CQPSO-ETP, including the evolution
rules with the promoter p∗ and the evolution rules with the inhibitor ¬p∗. The evolution
rules with the promoter/inhibitor are normally executed only on the elementary membrane
in order to generate the position of objects.
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4.2.1. The Evolution Rules with Promoter

In this work, the mechanism of QPSO is adopted to generate the position of the local
attractor and objects in the elementary membrane σo (1 ≤ o ≤ m). The evolution rules with
promoter p∗ are of the form: Ri =

{
u
∣∣p∗ → v

}
. At iteration t + 1, the position ui(t + 1)

of the i-th object ui (1 ≤ i ≤ no) in the elementary membrane σo is determined by (12) in
the following,

ui(t + 1) = zi(t)± γi(t) ∗ |umean
o (t)− ui(t)| ∗ ln(1/ηi(t)), (12)

where ui(t) is the position of object ui in σo at iteration t, for 1 ≤ i ≤ no. no is the total
number of objects in σo. t is iteration counter. ηi(t) is a random parameter of ui at iteration
t, which is based on the logistic chaotic mapping method according to Equation (11). γi(t)
is the contraction–expansion coefficient of ui at iteration t according to Equation (2). The
values of contraction–expansion coefficient are dynamically updated according to a linear
decreasing method for each iteration, and are given by (13) in the following,

γi(t) = 0.5 + (1− 0.5) · tmax − t
tmax

, (13)

where tmax is the maximum number of iterations. In Equation (12), umean
o (t) is the mean

position of the local best for all objects in σo at iteration t according to Equation (3), and it is
given by (14) in the following,

umean
o (t) =

1
no
∗

no

∑
j=1

ulbest
j (t), (14)

where ulbest
j (t) (1 ≤ j ≤ no) is the position of the local best in σo at iteration t. zi(t) is the

local attractor of ui in σo at iteration t, which is determined by (15) in the following,

zi(t) = ϕi(t) ∗ ulbest
i (t) + (1− ϕi(t)) ∗ ugbest

o (t), (15)

where ϕi(t) is regulation parameter at iteration t, and its values are dynamically updated
according to Equation (5). ugbest

o (t) is the position of the global best for all particles in the
population of σo at iteration t.

4.2.2. The Evolution Rules with Inhibitor

The mechanism of CQPSO is adopted to generate the position of the local attractor
and objects in the elementary membrane σo(1 ≤ o ≤ m). The evolution rules with inhibitor
¬p∗ are of the form: Ri =

{
u
∣∣¬p∗ → v

}
. Updating the position for objects in the evolution

rules with the inhibitor is determined by Equation (12). A perturbation vector is introduced
to the updating method of the local attractor for the objects, which is different from the
updating method based on the QPSO technique in the evolution rules with a promoter
through Equation (15). The local attractor zi(t) of object ui in the elementary membrane σo
at iteration t is given by (16) in the following,

zi(t) = ϕi(t) ∗ ulbest
i (t) + (1− ϕi(t)) ∗ ulbest

i′ (t) + ∆i(t), (16)

where ulbest
i′ (t) is the position of the local best for object ui′ in σo at iteration t; note that

1 ≤ i′ 6= i ≤ no. ui′ is a random object in σo which is randomly selected from the population
of σo. ∆i(t) is a perturbation vector, which is determined by (17) according to Equation (9)
in the following,

∆i(t) = ψi(t) ∗
(

ulbest
i∗ (t)− ugbest

o (t)
)

, (17)

where ψi is the adjustment parameter of the local attractor zi, ψi(t) = ξi(t) ∗ (t/tmax − 0.5).
ξi is a uniform random number of ψi, which is distributed on the interval from 0 to 1.
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ulbest
i∗ (t) is the position of the local best for object ui∗ in σo at iteration t; note that 1 ≤ i∗ 6=

i 6= i′ ≤ no, and ui∗ is a random object which is randomly selected from the population of
the elementary membrane σo.

4.3. Communication Rules

In the proposed CQPSO-ETP, the evolutional antiport rules, as we mentioned above,
are introduced to the communication rules to improve the convergence speed and accuracy.
The exchange and sharing of information for different membranes or regions is achieved
by the execution of the evolutional antiport rules for the objects. Two kinds of commu-
nication rules with a promoter/inhibitor are adopted to the CQPSO-ETP, including the
communication rules with promoter q∗ and the communication rules with inhibitor ¬q∗.

4.3.1. The Communication Rules with Promoter

In the CQPSO-ETP, the execution of communication rules with promoter q∗ depends
on the relationship between the elementary membrane σo and its adjacent membrane o#;
note that 2 ≤ o# 6= o ≤ m− 1, which are of the form: R′oo# =

[
ugbest

o (t)
∣∣q∗ ]

o

[
ugbest

o# (t)
]

o#
→[

ulbest
r (t)

]
o
[λ]o# , for o# = o− 1 or o# = o + 1. It only can be executed on a moment if there

is an elementary membrane σo in a configuration which contains a multiset of promoter
objects, q∗. When the communication rule with a promoter is applied, the position ugbest

o# (t)
of the global best for all objects in the adjacent membrane σo# of σo is evolved to the position
ulbest

r (t) of the local best for a random object, ur, which is randomly selected from the
population of σo, and is send to σo at iteration t. At the same time, the position ugbest

o (t) of
the global best for all the objects and promoter object q∗ in the elementary membrane σo
are consumed during this evolutional antiport process. Especially, if o = 1, j = m or j = 2,
or else if o = m, j = m− 1 or j = 1.

4.3.2. The Communication Rules with Inhibitor

The execution of communication rules with inhibitor ¬q∗ depends on the relationship
between the elementary membrane σo and its adjacent membrane σo# ; note that 2 ≤ o# 6=
o ≤ m− 1, which are of the form: R′oo# =

[
ugbest

o (t)
∣∣¬q∗

]
o

[
ugbest

o# (t)
]

o#
→ [λ]o

[
ulbest

r (t)
]

o#
,

for o# = o− 1 or o# = o + 1. It only can be executed on a moment if there is an elementary
membrane σo in a configuration which contains a multiset of inhibitor objects ¬q∗. When
the communication rule with an inhibitor is applied, the position ugbest

o (t) of the global
best for all objects in the elementary membrane σo is evolved to the position ulbest

r (t) of
the local best for a random object, ur, which is randomly selected from the population of
σo# , and is sent to the adjacent membrane σo# at iteration t. At the same time, the position
ugbest

o# (t) of the global best for all objects in the adjacent membrane σo# and inhibitor object
¬q∗ in the elementary membrane σo are consumed during this evolutional antiport process.
Especially, if o = 1, j = m or j = 2, or else if o = m, j = m− 1 or j = 1.

The commutation relationship is established from the execution of communication
rules with a promoter/inhibitor between the elementary membrane and its adjacent mem-
brane, which is depicted by a loop topology structure in mathematics, as shown in Figure 3a.
Besides this, the communication relationship based on the communication rules with a pro-
moter/inhibitor also constructed the neighborhood structure of the elementary membranes.
The exchange and sharing of information only performed on the elementary membrane
and its neighboring membranes through communication rules with a promoter/inhibitor,
as shown in Figure 3b.
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Figure 3. (a) A loop topology structure of elementary membranes in CQPSO-ETP; (b) the communi-
cation relationship between elementary membrane and its neighboring membranes.

Especially, the communication rules of the elementary membrane σo (1 ≤ o ≤ m)
and environment σ0 are also based on the evolutional symport rules for objects, which
are of the form: R′o0 =

[
ugbest

o (t)
]

o
[λ]0 → [λ]o

[
ulbest

o (t)
]

0
. When the communication rule is

applied, the position ugbest
o (t) of the global best for all objects in the elementary membrane

σo is evolved to the position ulbest
o (t) of the local best for the object uo, and is sent to the

environment σ0 at iteration t. Then the position ugbest
0 (t) of the global best which is selected

from the position ulbest
o (t) of the local best for all transformation objects is always stored in

the environment as the global best of the system at iteration t.

4.4. Compuatation of CQPSO-ETP

(1) Initialization

Step1: Parameter initialization
In the proposed CQPSO-ETP, the elementary membrane σo(1 ≤ o ≤ m) contains all

initial objects, and the number of objects in each membrane is the same, which is denoted
by no as we mentioned above. The total number of objects in this system is denoted by N,
where N = ∑m

o=1 no;
Step2: Position initialization
The position of the objects is randomly initialized in the search space. The membrane

structure of this extended P system is shown in Figure 2. In general, the optimization
problem is considered as the minimum optimization problem;

Step3: Update the position of the local best and global best
Update the position of the local best and global best for all objects in each elemen-

tary membrane. Note that the promoter and inhibitor will not simultaneously exist
in the same elementary membrane. The evolution and communication rules with the
promoter/inhibitor are only executed on a configuration at a moment when the pro-
moter/inhibitor objects have appeared in the elementary membrane.

(2) Evolution rules for objects

The promoter p∗ and inhibitor ¬p∗ in the evolution rules are described as some
restricted conditions of the system, including the comparison condition and stagnation
condition. The comparison condition is adopted to compare the fitness values of the global
best in the elementary membrane and its neighboring membranes, and the stagnation
condition is adopted to evaluate whether the position of the global best for all objects in the
elementary membrane cannot be further improved for limit iterations.

Step1: if p∗ =
{

f
(

ugbest
o

)
≤ f

(
ugbest

o#

)
∨ limit ≤ 2

}
, for 1 ≤ o 6= o# ≤ m, the evolution

rules with promoter p∗ for the objects are adopted to update the position of the local
best and global best in each elementary membrane, according to Equations (12)–(15); if
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¬p∗ =
{

f
(

ugbest
o

)
> f

(
ugbest

o#

)
∨ limit > 2

}
, for 1 ≤ o 6= o# ≤ m, the evolution rules with

inhibitor ¬p∗ for the objects are adopted to update the position of the local best and global
best in each elementary membrane, according to Equations (12)–(14), (16) and (17);

Step2: Update the position of the local best and global best in each elementary membrane.

(3) Communication rules for objects

The promoter q∗ and inhibitor ¬q∗ in the communication rules are considered as some
comparison conditions. The comparison condition is introduced to compare the fitness
values of the global best for all objects in the elementary membrane and its neighbor-
ing membranes.

Step1: if q∗ =
{

f
(

ugbest
o

)
> f

(
ugbest

o#

)}
, for 1 ≤ o 6= o# ≤ m, the evolutional antiport

rules with promoter q∗ are adopted to transport the position of the global best in the neigh-
boring membrane to the elementary membrane; if ¬q∗ =

{
f
(

ugbest
o

)
≤ f

(
ugbest

o#

)}
, for

1 ≤ o 6= o# ≤ m, the evolutional antiport rules with inhibitor ¬q∗ are adopted to transport
the position of the global best in the elementary membrane to its neighboring membranes;

Step2: The position ugbest
o of the global best for object uo in each elementary membrane

is sent to the environment through the execution of communication rules, R′o0, and is
evolved to the position ulbest

o of the local best for object uo in the environment. Then the
environment stored the best position among these transformation local bests as the global
best in the system, and it also represented the computational results of the system for
each iteration.

(4) Halting and output

The evolution and communication rules for objects in the proposed CQPSO-ETP
will be implemented repeatedly with an iterative form until the termination criterion is
satisfied. The termination criterion of CQPSO-ETP is stopped when the maximum number
of iterations is reached. When the system halts, the position of the last global best, which is
stored in the environment, is regarded as the final computational results for the system.
Algorithm 1 depicted the main pseudo code of the computation for proposed CQPSO-ETP.

4.5. Complexity Analysis

The complexity of the proposed CQPSO-ETP is analyzed in this subsection. As defined
earlier, N is the total number of objects in the system. no(1 ≤ o ≤ m) is the initial number
of objects in the elementary membrane σo, where N = no ∗ m. m is the number of the
elementary membranes in the system. tmax is the maximum number of iterations. D is
the dimension of the search space. The computation of the proposed CQPSO-ETP consists
of three steps. In the first step of initialization, the computational time of fitness function
for the initial objects in each elementary membrane is noD. Due to the parallel working
manner, the complexity of the initialization for the system is O(noD). In the second step,
the computational time for the execution of the evolution rules with a promoter for the
objects is the same as the computational time for the execution of the evolution rules
with an inhibitor for the objects. Moreover, the computing time needed by executing one
evolution rule with a promoter or inhibitor for an object is D. Hence, the total computing
time needed by executing one evolution rule with a promoter/inhibitor for the objects
in each elementary membrane is noD. Therefore, the complexity of the evolution process
for all objects in the system is O(noD). In the third step, the communication time for the
execution of the communication rules with a promoter is same as the communication
time for the execution of the communication rules with an inhibitor, which contains the
exchange time for objects between the membrane and its neighboring membranes. The
communication time needed by executing one communication rule is 2. Therefore, the
complexity of the communication process for all elementary membranes in the system
is O(2). As a result, the computational time at each iteration for the system is no(D + 2).
Thus, the total computational time needed for the computing process of CQPSO-ETP is
noD + tmax(noD + 2), and the complexity of the system is O(noD + tmax(noD + 2)). As the
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number of objects in each elementary membrane is the same and will not change in the
computing process, which is denoted by n, then n = no = N/m. The complexity of the
proposed CQPSO-ETP is also described as O(nD + tmax(nD + 2)), which can be simplified
to O(tmaxnD).

Algorithms 1 CQPSO-ETP: The pseudo code of computation.
Input: no,m, tmax, c1, c2, r1, r2,,,,,,;
(1) Initialization
Update the local and global best;

for o = 1 to m
for i = 1 to no, no = N/m

ulbest
i = object(i). Local best. Position;

f
(

ulbest
i

)
= object(i). Local best. Fitness;

if ulbest
i < ugbest

o

ugbest
o = object(i). Global best. Position;

f
(

ugbest
o

)
= object(i). Global best. Fitness;

end if
end

end
for t = 1 to tmax
(2) Evolution rules for objects
for o = 1 to m

for i = 1 to no

Step 1: if p∗ =
{

f
(

ugbest
o

)
≤ f

(
ugbest

o#

)
∨ limit ≤ 2

}
, o 6= o#

zi(t) = ϕi(t) ∗ ulbest
i (t) + (1− ϕi(t)) ∗ ugbest

o (t);
ui(t + 1) = zi(t)± γi(t) ∗ |umean

o (t)− ui(t)| ∗ ln(1/ηi(t));
else ¬p∗ =

{
f
(

ugbest
o

)
> f

(
ugbest

o#

)
∨ limit > 2

}
,o 6= o#

zi(t) = ϕi(t) ∗ ulbest
i (t) + (1− ϕi(t)) ∗ ulbest

i′ (t) + ∆i(t);
ui(t + 1) = zi(t)± γi(t) ∗ |umean

o (t)− ui(t)| ∗ ln(1/ηi(t));
end

Step2: update the local and global best;
end

end
(3) Communication rules for the objects
for o = 1 to m

Step 1: if q∗ =
{

f
(

ugbest
o

)
> f

(
ugbest

o#

)}
,o 6= o#

R′oo# =
[
ugbest

o (t)
∣∣q∗ ]

o

[
ugbest

o# (t)
]

o#
→
[
ulbest

r (t)
]

o
[λ]o# , o# = o− 1,o# = o + 1;

else ¬q∗ =
{

f
(

ugbest
o

)
≤ f

(
ugbest

o#

)}
,o 6= o#

R′oo# =
[
ugbest

o (t)
∣∣¬q∗

]
o

[
ugbest

o# (t)
]

o#
→ [λ]o

[
ulbest

r (t)
]

o#
, o# = o− 1,o# = o + 1

end

Step 2: R′o0 =
[
ugbest

o (t)
]

o
[λ]0 → [λ]o

[
ulbest

o (t)
]

0
;

Update the global best in the system
end
end
(4) Halting and output
if t > tmax

ugbest
0 (t)=Best Position;

f
(

ugbest
0 (t)

)
=Best Fitness;

end
Output: Best Position, Best Fitness.
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5. Experimental Results and Analysis

Computational experiments which are made on some classic numerical benchmark
functions are conducted to verify the optimization performance of the proposed CQPSO-
ETP. More details about eight classic numerical benchmark functions which are used in this
computational experiment are given in this section. Furthermore, the optimized efficiency
of CQPSO-ETP is compared with classic PSO, QPSO and two existing improved QPSO
approaches in the comparison experiment. All optimized techniques, including CQPSO-
ETP, are implemented on MATLAB (2016b) and all experiments are conducted on a DELL
desktop computer with an Intel 8.00 GHz i7-8550U processor and 16 GB of RAM in a
Windows 10 Environment.

5.1. Numerical Benchmark Functions

In this work, eight classic numerical benchmark functions from the previous work,
which are reported in [102], are adopted to the computational experiments, including
unimodal and multimodal functions. Unimodal and multimodal functions are usually
used to evaluate the exploitation and exploration efficiency of optimized approaches.

The domains and minimums of eight classic numerical benchmark functions are
depicted in Table 1, including the Rastrigin function, the Sum power function, the Alpine
function, the Schwefel 1.2 function, the Rosenbrock function, the Sum Squares function,
the Quartic function, and the Schwefel function. Additionally, the dimension of the eight
benchmark functions which are used in the computational experiment is set to 2 and 10
in order to get more meaningful results. The shape and range of eight classic numerical
benchmark functions for D = 2 are depicted in Figure 4.

Table 1. Benchmark Functions.

Benchmark
Functions Function Expression Domain Fmin

Rastrigin f1(x) = ∑D
i=1
[
x2

i − 10 cos(2πxi) + 10
]

xi ∈ [−5.12, 5.12]D 0
Sum Power f2(x) = ∑D

i=1|xi|
(i+1) xi ∈ [−1, 1]D 0

Alpine f3(x) = ∑D
i=1|xi sin(xi + 0.1xi)| xi ∈ [−10, 10]D 0

Schwefel 1.2 f4(x) = ∑D
i=1

(
∑i

j=1 xj

)2
xi ∈ [−100, 100]D 0

Rosenbrock f5(x) = ∑D−1
i=1

[
100
(

x2
i − xi+1

)2
+ (xi − 1)2

]
xi ∈ [−5, 10]D 0

Sum Squares f6(x) = ∑D
i=1 ix2

i xi ∈ [−10, 10]D 0
Quartic f7(x) = ∑D

i=1 ix4
i + rand[0, 1) xi ∈ [−1.28, 1.28]D 0

Schwefel f8(x) = ∑D
i=1−xi sin

(√
|xi|
)

xi ∈ [−500, 500]D 0

5.2. Comparision with Other Optimized Approaches

The optimized efficiency of the proposed CQPSO-ETP is compared with the classic
PSO, QPSO and two improved QPSO approaches, i.e., sequential synchronous quantum-
behaved particle swarm optimization (SAQPSO) [103] and improved quantum-behaved
particle swarm optimization based on adaptive behavior selection (AQPSO) [93] as de-
scribed above, which have been reported in the previous literature. The population of
particles in the SAQPSO are divided into multiple sub-populations, and the global best
in each sub-population is adopted to the commutation information with the others. A
diversity function is introduced to the update of the acceleration factors which are based
on the proximity between the current position and the global best for each particle in the
AQPSO. The values of the adjustable parameters in the comparative techniques are the best
ones which have been reported in the respective references, as listed in Table 2.

The proposed CQPSO-ETP and other compared approaches were also run 50 inde-
pendent times to eliminate the effects of random factors. Simple statistics, including worst
values (Worst), best values (Best), mean values (Mean) and standard deviations (S.D.), of
fitness function are adopted to the computational experiment as the evaluation criterion to
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measure the effectiveness of these optimized techniques. Figure 5 shows the convergence
results of these comparative techniques on eight numerical benchmark functions from f1(x)
to f8(x) with D = 2.

Figure 4. Eight numerical benchmark functions for D = 2.
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Table 2. Parameter settings in the experiment.

Parameters PSO QPSO SAQPSO AQPSO CQPSO-ETP

N 200 200 200 200 200
tmax 100 100 100 100 100

wmin, wmax (0.4,1.2) − − − −
c1, c2 (2,2) − − (0.005,3) (0.005,3)
r1, r2 (0,1) − − (0,1) (0,1)

ϕ − [0,1] [0,1] (0,1) (0,1)
η − [0,1] [0,1] (0,1) (0,1)
γ − (0.5,1.0) 0.75 (0.5,1.0) (0.5,1.0)
ζ − − 1 1
ψ − − − [0,1] [0,1]
m − − 4 − 4 [73]

Figure 5. Convergence of the comparative approaches on eight numerical benchmark functions
(D = 2).
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Compared with classic PSO, QPSO and AQPSO, the fitness values of the proposed
CQPSO-ETP declined quickly at the beginning of the evolutionary process from Figure 5a–d,f,
and the slope of the convergence curve obtained by the proposed CQPSO-ETP is the
maximum, compared with other optimization techniques. It means that the proposed
CQPSO-ETP has small fitness values among comparative techniques on the eight numerical
benchmark functions, as shown in Figure 5. To be more clear, the experimental results
of the proposed CQPSO-ETP and other compared approaches, which are made on eight
classic numerical benchmark functions, are reported in Table 3.

Table 3. Computational results of the comparative approaches on eight numerical benchmark
functions (D = 2).

Function Statistics
Comparative Approaches

PSO QPSO SAQPSO AQPSO CQPSO−ETP

Rastrigin

Worst 5.89 × 10−4 3.19 × 10−5 0.00 9.04 × 10−6 0.00
Best 5.84 × 10−9 1.24 × 10−12 0.00 0.00 0.00

Mean 2.17 × 10−5 1.49 × 10−6 0.00 1.28 × 10−6 0.00
S.D. 8.33 × 10−5 4.61 × 10−6 0.00 2.11 × 10−6 0.00

Sum
Power

Worst 9.45 × 10−11 7.11 × 10−27 1.94 × 10−47 7.08 × 10−27 1.14 × 10−54

Best 8.22 × 10−15 1.66 × 10−32 2.19 × 10−58 2.68 × 10−34 1.84 × 10−61

Mean 7.24 × 10−12 7.15 × 10−28 7.17 × 10−49 1.91 × 10−28 5.37 × 10−56

S.D. 1.52 × 10−11 1.84 × 10−27 3.06 × 10−48 1.00 × 10−27 1.81 × 10−55

Alpine

Worst 3.13 × 10−4 2.21 × 10−7 1.35 × 10−32 1.26 × 10−7 2.21 × 10−44

Best 1.34 × 10−10 1.12 × 10−23 1.10 × 10−48 1.13 × 10−22 1.29 × 10−52

Mean 8.87 × 10−6 6.45 × 10−9 2.70 × 10−34 6.34 × 10−9 7.94 × 10−46

S.D. 4.56 × 10−5 3.14 × 10−8 1.91 × 10−33 2.58 × 10−8 3.22 × 10−45

Schwefel
1.2

Worst 6.00 × 10−5 9.89 × 10−16 8.92 × 10−30 8.07 × 10−16 2.63 × 10−37

Best 8.90 × 10−10 7.81 × 10−25 9.43 × 10−39 9.10 × 10−22 5.49 × 10−45

Mean 6.40 × 10−6 3.81 × 10−17 4.30 × 10−31 2.13 × 10−17 1.37 × 10−38

S.D. 1.03 × 10−5 1.49 × 10−16 1.64 × 10−30 1.15 × 10−16 4.67 × 10−38

Rosenbrock

Worst 1.16 × 10−2 2.68 × 10−3 5.94 × 10−3 4.13 × 10−3 3.60 × 10−3

Best 1.98 × 10−5 4.30 × 10−6 6.73 × 10−5 2.01 × 10−6 8.22 × 10−6

Mean 1.61 × 10−3 7.57 × 10−4 1.65 × 10−3 6.95 × 10−4 4.35 × 10−4

S.D. 2.12 × 10−3 6.87 × 10−4 1.40 × 10−3 8.19 × 10−4 6.49 × 10−4

Sum
Squares

Worst 2.12 × 10−7 5.93 × 10−20 1.28 × 10−38 1.21 × 10−21 5.58 × 10−45

Best 3.14 × 10−10 1.11 × 10−27 9.14 × 10−48 2.88 × 10−26 1.66 × 10−51

Mean 4.03 × 10−8 1.24 × 10−21 3.14 × 10−40 7.70 × 10−23 1.84 × 10−46

S.D. 5.74 × 10−8 8.38 × 10−21 1.81 × 10−39 2.00 × 10−22 8.15 × 10−46

Quartic

Worst 3.90 × 10−3 2.04 × 10−3 8.89 × 10−4 1.35 × 10−3 8.03 × 10−4

Best 5.85 × 10−5 1.23 × 10−5 3.70 × 10−5 9.45 × 10−6 4.64 × 10−6

Mean 9.99 × 10−4 3.95 × 10−4 2.82 × 10−4 2.53 × 10−4 2.20 × 10−4

S.D. 8.52 × 10−4 3.66 × 10−4 2.13 × 10−4 2.46 × 10−4 2.08 × 10−4

Schwefel

Worst –5.78 × 102 –6.12 × 102 –6.23 × 102 –6.31 × 102 –7.20 × 102

Best –8.36 × 102 –8.37 × 102 –8.37 × 102 –8.37 × 102 –8.38 × 102

Mean –7.69 × 102 –7.91 × 102 –7.82 × 102 –7.93 × 102 –8.33 × 102

S.D. 6.45 × 101 4.68 × 101 5.03 × 101 4.67 × 101 2.34 × 101

The difference of comparison results obtained by optimized techniques is obvious, as
indicated by Table 3, and the statistical results obtained by CQPSO−ETP, including Mean
and S.D., which are the minimum among the comparison results. Therefore, the proposed
CQPSO−ETP has a better performance than classic PSO, QPSO, SAQPSO and AQPSO on
most of the classic numerical benchmark functions with D = 2. The mean of the computa-
tional time which is taken by the comparative techniques is given in Table 4, thus the com-
putational time of CQPSO−ETP is acceptable compared with other optimized techniques.

Furthermore, Figure 6 gives the convergence of these optimized techniques on eight
numerical benchmark functions from f1(x) to f8(x) with the dimension of the search space
being 10, D = 10. Simple statistics of fitness function obtained by the optimized techniques
are reported in Table 5, including the worst values (Worst), best values (Best), mean values
(Mean) and standard deviations (S.D.). In general, the experimental result shows that
the proposed CQPSO−ETP has a better performance than other optimization techniques,
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like classic PSO, QPSO, SAQPSO and AQPSO, both in classic unimodal and multimodal
functions with D = 2 and D = 10.

Table 4. Mean time taken by comparative approaches on eight numerical benchmark functions
(Units: second).

Function
Comparative Approaches

PSO QPSO SAQPSO AQPSO CQPSO−ETP

Rastrigin 0.1199 0.1781 0.2006 0.1613 0.1641
Sum Power 0.1260 0.1957 0.2254 0.1791 0.1883

Alpine 0.1210 0.1815 0.2217 0.1704 0.1768
Schwefel 1.2 0.1278 0.1942 0.2292 0.1782 0.1890
Rosenbrock 0.1194 0.1768 0.1913 0.1626 0.1661

Sum Squares 0.1155 0.1787 0.2096 0.1680 0.1723
Quartic 0.1188 0.1688 0.1844 0.1564 0.1561

Schwefel 0.1264 0.1674 0.1802 0.1558 0.1592

Figure 6. Convergence of the comparative approaches on eight numerical benchmark functions
(D = 10).
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Table 5. Computational results of the comparative approaches on eight numerical benchmark
functions (D = 10).

Function Statistics
Comparative Approaches

PSO QPSO SAQPSO AQPSO CQPSO−ETP

Rastrigin

Worst 5.97 × 100 6.88 × 100 0.00 2.13 × 100 0.00
Best 0.99 × 100 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Mean 2.79 × 100 0.26 × 100 0.00 0.05 × 100 0.00
S.D. 1.18 × 100 1.08 × 100 0.00 0.30 × 100 0.00

Sum
Power

Worst 1.11 × 10−35 1.66 × 10−165 1.49 × 10−244 1.69 × 10−165 4.66 × 10−304

Best 7.61 × 10−42 2.76 × 10−181 1.66 × 10−277 4.14 × 10−183 0.00
Mean 5.19 × 10−37 4.51 × 10−167 3.76 × 10−246 3.38 × 10−167 1.25 × 10−305

S.D. 2.09 × 10−36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Alpine

Worst 2.41 × 10−7 1.43 × 10−101 1.17 × 10−132 1.07 × 10−104 2.58 × 10−168

Best 4.26 × 10−20 1.31 × 10−112 1.47 × 10−147 2.76 × 10−113 3.60 × 10−177

Mean 5.25 × 10−9 3.03 × 10−103 5.24 × 10−134 6.33 × 10−106 1.18 × 10−169

S.D. 3.41 × 10−8 2.02 × 10−102 2.22 × 10−133 2.43 × 10−105 0.00

Schwefel
1.2

Worst 1.42 × 10−3 2.56 × 10−8 7.13 × 10−2 1.63 × 10−8 8.30 × 10−14

Best 1.99 × 10−7 4.64 × 10−16 3.41 × 10−19 2.83 × 10−14 2.09 × 10−38

Mean 5.99 × 10−5 1.01 × 10−9 1.94 × 10−3 6.35 × 10−10 1.68 × 10−15

S.D. 2.03 × 10−4 4.45 × 10−9 1.06 × 10−2 2.45 × 10−9 1.17 × 10−14

Rosenbrock

Worst 6.99 × 100 6.56 × 100 6.72 × 100 6.62 × 100 9.43 × 100

Best 5.61 × 100 5.44 × 100 5.48 × 100 5.12 × 100 0.18 × 100

Mean 6.36 × 100 6.00 × 100 6.25 × 100 5.97 × 100 4.65 × 100

S.D. 0.27 × 100 0.25 × 100 0.23 × 100 0.31 × 100 1.54 × 100

Sum
Squares

Worst 2.51 × 10−17 1.19 × 10−104 9.38 × 10−132 7.66 × 10−108 1.06 × 10−166

Best 4.29 × 10−21 9.01 × 10−114 5.10 × 10−145 3.41 × 10−115 1.18 × 10−175

Mean 1.27 × 10−18 2.43 × 10−106 2.74 × 10−133 1.61 × 10−109 2.17 × 10−168

S.D. 3.98 × 10−18 1.69 × 10−105 1.36 × 10−132 1.18 × 10−108 0.00

Quartic

Worst 4.98 × 10−3 4.91 × 10−4 6.55 × 10−4 6.95 × 10−4 4.29 × 10−4

Best 2.34 × 10−4 3.99 × 10−5 2.91 × 10−5 2.99 × 10−5 2.92 × 10−5

Mean 2.49 × 10−3 2.11 × 10−4 1.77 × 10−4 1.82 × 10−4 1.52 × 10−4

S.D. 1.25 × 10−3 1.06 × 10−4 1.08 × 10−4 1.23 × 10−4 1.02 × 10−4

Schwefel

Worst –1.49 × 103 –2.10 × 103 –1.49 × 103 –2.08 × 103 –2.52 × 103

Best –2.11 × 103 –2.46 × 103 –2.47 × 103 –2.64 × 103 –3.71 × 103

Mean –1.86 × 103 –2.21 × 103 –1.89 × 103 –2.23 × 103 –3.05 × 103

S.D. 1.30 × 102 8.13 × 101 1.44 × 102 1.06 × 102 2.93 × 102

5.3. Firedman Test Statistic

The Friedman test is introduced in the comparison experiment to investigate the
difference of these optimized techniques, and the average value of the fitness function
obtained by the comparative techniques is used to the evaluation criterion of Friedman test.
The null hypothesis of the Friedman statistic test is that all optimized techniques in this
experiment have the same performance for any one benchmark function with D = 2 and
D = 10. Mathematically, the Friedman test works as follows [104].

In the Friedman test, the average of the fitness values of the comparative techniques of
the eight benchmark functions are ranked from the smallest to largest [105]. Moreover, the
rank of comparative technique j on benchmark function i is denoted by rij, for j = 1, 2, · · · , 5,
i = 1, 2, · · · , 8, where j and i are the labels of the comparative approach and benchmark
function. The average of these ranks is denoted by 1

2 (p + 1), in case 3, where p is the
total number of the optimized techniques in the comparison experiments, in case 5. The
Friedman test statistic χ2

r is given by (18) in the following

χ2
r =

12
np(p + 1)

p

∑
p=1

(
n

∑
i=1

rij)
2

− 3n(p + 1), (18)

where n is the total number of the benchmark functions in the experiment, for n = 8. The
Friedman test statistic follows a Chi−squared distribution with p− 1 degrees of freedom.

Tables 6 and 7 present the ranks of fitness values obtained by these optimized ap-
proaches for each numerical benchmark function with D = 2 and D = 10. The proposed
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CQPSO−ETP is ranked highest for each benchmark functions with D = 2 and D = 10.
With p− 1 = 4 degrees of freedom, the critical value of the statistic which is denoted by χ at
the significance level α = 0.05 is 9.448, where χ = 9.448. The Friedman test statistics χ2

r in
the comparison experiment with D = 2 and D = 10, are computed using the ranks from Ta-
bles 6 and 7, and the results of χ2

r are: for D = 2, χ2
r = 25.95; for D = 10, χ2

r = 23.55. Hence,
due to χ2

r = 25.95 > χ2 = 9.488 with D = 2, and χ2
r = 23.55 > χ2 = 9.488 with D = 10,

the conclusions of the Friedman test are to reject the null hypothesis, i.e., the performance
of the comparative techniques level is significantly different. It was, in this comparison
experiment, the optimized techniques which obtained a significantly different performance
through the values of fitness function on the eight classic numerical benchmark functions
with D = 2 and D = 10.

Table 6. Ranks of the average values for five comparative approaches (Mean) and computation of the
Friedman test statistic (D = 2).

Function PSO QPSO SAQPSO AQPSO CQPSO−ETP

Rastrigin 5 4 1 3 1
Sum Power 5 4 3 2 1

Alpine 5 4 3 2 1
Schwefel 1.2 5 4 3 2 1
Rosenbrock 4 3 5 2 1

Sum Squares 5 4 3 2 1
Quartic 5 4 3 2 1

Schwefel 5 3 4 2 1
Total Rank 39 30 25 17 8

Average
Rank 4.875 3.75 3.125 2.125 1

Deviation 1.875 0.75 0.125 −0.875 −2

Table 7. Ranks of the average values for five comparative approaches (Mean) and computation of the
Friedman test statistic (D = 10).

Function PSO QPSO SAQPSO AQPSO CQPSO−ETP

Rastrigin 5 4 1 3 1
Sum Power 5 4 2 3 1

Alpine 5 4 2 3 1
Schwefel 1.2 4 3 5 2 1
Rosenbrock 5 3 4 2 1

Sum Squares 5 4 2 3 1
Quartic 5 4 2 3 1

Schwefel 5 3 4 2 1
Total Rank 39 29 22 21 8

Average
Rank 4.875 3.625 2.75 2.625 1

Deviation 1.875 0.625 −0.25 −0.375 −2

6. The Proposed CQPSO−ETP for Image Segmentation Problems

In this section, experiments which are made on image segmentation problems with
different tested images are performed, and the comparison results obtained by different
classic clustering approaches, including CQPSO−ETP, are reported and discussed in order
to validate the clustering efficiency of the proposed CQPSO−ETP. Eight tested images
from the classic image segmentation datasets are used in the comparison experiments.
All comparative clustering approaches are implemented on MATLAB (2016b), and all
experiments are conducted on a DELL desktop computer with an Intel 8.00 GHz i7−8550U
processor and 16 GB of RAM in a Windows 10 Environment.
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6.1. Tested Images

Eight tested images are used in the comparison experiment, including a Swan, Aircraft,
Eagle, Goshawk, Plane, White Bear, Daisy and Parrot, from the previous studies and
researches about the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset and Benchmark [106]. The size of
the tested image is set to 481*321. More details about these tested images are given in
Figure 7, and the label information about these tested images using the grey region are
given in Figure 8. As is graphically depicted in Figure 8, the number of the classes of the
Swan image, Aircraft image and Eagle image are set to 2, the number of the classes of the
Goshawk image and Plane image are set to 3, the number of the classes of the White Bear
image and Daisy image are set to 5, and the number of the classes of the Parrot image is set
to 7.

Figure 7. Eight tested images.

Figure 8. The labels of eight tested images.

6.2. Evaluation Funcion

As we mentioned above, the position of the i-th object in the proposed CQPSO−ETP
can be viewed as the potential solution in the search space for the optimization problems.
Therefore, in the image segmentation problems, the position of the i-th object ui can be
regarded as a partitioning of an image, which is represented by a set of cluster centers,
ui(t) = {ci1, ci2, · · · , ciK}, for 1 ≤ t ≤ tmax, where K is the number of the clusters or classes
in an image, and cij (1 ≤ j ≤ K) represents cluster center j in the position of object i.
The classification of a pixel is correct or accurate if it is clustered into the right cluster or
class [107]. Therefore, the classification rate, also called clustering accuracy, is denoted by
A. The clustering accuracy of an image is defined to the proportional correctly classified
pixels in an image, as shown in (19) in the following,
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A =
1
G

K

∑
i=1

K
max

j

∣∣Di ∩ Rj
∣∣, (19)

where D = {D1, D2, · · · , DK} is the partitioning results of an image obtained by clustering
techniques, and Dj (1 ≤ j ≤ K) represents the j-th cluster. R = {R1, R2, · · · , RK} is the real

partition of an image, and Rj (1 ≤ j ≤ K) represents the j-th real cluster.
K

max
j

∣∣Di ∩ Rj
∣∣ is the

total number of correctly classified pixels, and G is the total number of pixels in an image.
In this work, the clustering accuracy A is also used to evaluate the clustering performance
of these comparative clustering techniques.

6.3. Comparision Results

Superpixel segmentation is an important image preprocessing technique, reported in the
previous work, which groups pixels into many perceptually meaningful regions on the atomic
level, rather than the traditional rigid structure of the pixel in the image. A lot of researches
and works about superpixel segmentation approaches have been reported, and both of them
have their own particular application. In this work, a classic superpixel technique, named
simply as linear iterative clustering (SLIC) [108], is introduced to the preprocessing of the
tested images in order to simplify the clustering data for the comparative clustering techniques.
The SLIC based on a K−means clustering technique is used to generate superpixels based
on the similarity of pixels through a linear iterative manner. The number of superpixels is
usually set to 200 for the tested images. The achievable segmentation results based on the
SLIC technique on eight tested images are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Segmentation results of SLIC approach on eight tested images.

The clustering performance of the proposed CQPSO−ETP is compared with three
classic clustering techniques, including K−means, Spectral clustering (SC) and PSO, and the
intra−cluster compactness as the fitness function of the PSO and the proposed CQPSO−ETP.
The comparison experiments which are made on the segmentation results based on the SLIC
technique are conducted to verify the clustering efficiency of the proposed CQPSO−ETP. These
comparative clustering approaches were run for 50 independent times for each tested image
so as to get some meaningful clustering results and eliminate the effects of random factors.

The segmentation results obtained by these comparative clustering approaches on the
eight tested images are shown in Figure 10. The boundary and regions of the segmentation
image obtained by the proposed CQPSO−ETP are more clear than others. Furthermore,
Table 8 gives the statistic results of clustering accuracy A from these comparative clustering
approaches on the tested images, including Worst, Best, Mean and S.D. The computing
results on the eight tested images are shown in Table 8. The proposed CQPSO−ETP has
better a clustering performance than the other three classic clustering techniques on the
tested images, especially in the mean results of the fitness function.
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Figure 10. Segmentation results of the comparative clustering approaches on eight tested images.
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Table 8. Clustering accuracy of the comparative clustering approaches on eight tested images.

Image Statistics
Comparative Approaches

K−means SC PSO CQPSO−ETP

Swan

Worst 0.9118 0.9197 0.9664 0.9664

Best 0.9690 0.9690 0.9664 0.9664

Mean 0.9539 0.9607 0.9664 0.9664

S.D. 0.0187 0.0126 1.23 × 10−15− 1.23 × 10−15−

Aircraft

Worst 0.7408 0.7763 0.5968 0.9722

Best 0.9901 0.9901 0.9920 0.9920

Mean 0.8384 0.8688 0.8404 0.9914

S.D. 0.1201 0.1030 0.1345 0.0029

Eagle

Worst 0.9476 0.9529 0.9358 0.9455

Best 0.9512 0.9529 0.9714 0.9714

Mean 0.9497 0.9529 0.9597 0.9650

S.D. 0.0018 2.65 × 10−18− 0.0099 0.0068

Goshawk

Worst 0.5509 0.5564 0.5292 0.5423

Best 0.9939 0.9857 0.9970 0.9970

Mean 0.5695 0.5873 0.8631 0.9083

S.D. 0.0626 0.0596 0.1782 0.1468

Plane

Worst 0.6949 0.5862 0.6410 0.8033

Best 0.7369 0.5862 0.9897 0.9897

Mean 0.7177 0.5862 0.9328 0.9689

S.D. 0.0210 6.73 × 10−16− 0.0684 0.0348

White Bear

Worst 0.5278 0.5968 0.6994 0.6999

Best 0.6930 0.8471 0.9770 0.9804

Mean 0.6387 0.7238 0.8561 0.8686

S.D. 0.0431 0.0479 0.0517 0.0631

Daisy

Worst 0.5206 0.5624 0.6633 0.5159

Best 0.9090 0.8432 0.7965 0.9137

Mean 0.6743 0.7136 0.7042 0.7807

S.D. 0.0825 0.0406 0.0548 0.0908

Parrot

Worst 0.2849 0.3191 0.4065 0.3377

Best 0.4903 0.5465 0.8355 0.9046

Mean 0.3631 0.3818 0.5788 0.5963

S.D. 0.0495 0.0462 0.1102 0.1156

The mean of the computational time obtained by these comparative clustering tech-
niques is given in Table 9, and the computational time of the proposed CQPSO−ETP is
acceptably compared with the other clustering techniques. Lastly, the Friedman test is also
applied to the Means of the clustering accuracy in this comparison experiment in order to
prove the difference between the proposed CQPSO−ETP and other comparative techniques.
The ranks of the clustering accuracy obtained by the comparative clustering approaches for
each tested image are presented in Table 10. With p− 1 = 3 degrees of freedom, the critical
value is χ2 = 7.815 at the significance level α = 0.05 [104]. The computed Friedman test
statistic is χ2

r = 18.225 through Table 10, where χ2
r = 18.225 > χ2 = 7.815. Therefore, these
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comparative clustering approaches obtained significantly different clustering accuracies in
this comparison experiment [105].

Table 9. Mean time taken by comparative approaches on eight tested images (Units: second).

Image
Comparative Approaches

K−means SC PSO CQPSO−ETP

Swan 1.2077 1.2402 1.6772 1.6760

Aircraft 1.0600 1.1268 1.5123 1.4550

Eagle 1.0927 1.1201 1.4790 1.5338

Goshawk 1.0028 1.0601 1.4009 1.4224

Plane 1.0269 1.1085 1.4644 1.6251

White Bear 1.2551 1.2163 1.6662 1.7132

Daisy 1.2353 1.2822 1.7020 1.8229

Parrot 1.1036 1.3496 1.6213 1.6301

Table 10. Ranks of the average values for four comparative approaches (Mean) and computation of
the Friedman test statistic.

Image
Comparative Approaches

K−means SC PSO CQPSO−ETP

Swan 4 3 1 1

Aircraft 4 2 3 1

Eagle 4 3 2 1

Goshawk 4 3 2 1

Plane 3 4 2 1

White Bear 4 3 2 1

Daisy 4 2 3 1

Parrot 4 3 2 1

Total Rank 31 23 17 8

Average Rank 3.875 2.875 2.125 1

Deviation 1.375 0.375 −0.375 −1.5

7. Conclusions

An extended tissue−like P system combining the evolutionary mechanism of QPSO
and improved QPSO and the evolution–communication mechanism of tissue−like P sys-
tems is proposed, called the CQPSO−ETP, to solve optimization problems and image
segmentation problems. This extended tissue−like P system under the framework of
membrane computing using the tissue−like P system with evolutional symport/antiport
rules and a promoter/inhibitor for objects, and the distributed parallel computing model of
tissue−like P systems is adopted to enhance the global search ability of the CQPSO−ETP.
Different from the existing SNS−based MIEAs, the CQPSO−ETP has two kinds of evolu-
tion rules with a promoter and inhibitor for objects. The evolution rules with a promoter
are based on the basic position updating strategy for particles in a standard QPSO. Other
evolution rules with an inhibitor are based on the position updating strategy for particles
in an improved QPSO using self−adaptive selection, and cooperative evolutionary and
logistic chaotic mapping methods, to accomplish the evolution of the objects in the system.
The evolution mechanism for objects based on the QPSO and improved QPSO is used
to improve the optimization performance of the CQPSO−ETP. The communication rules
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with promoter and inhibitor for objects are adopted to transfer the local and global best
positions of objects to achieve the exchange and sharing of information between different
membranes. The communication mechanism for objects based on communication rules in
tissue−like P systems is introduced to improve the convergence speed and accuracy. The
promoter and inhibitor are also introduced to control the exchanged direction of informa-
tion between different membranes. The computational experiments, which are compared
with PSO, QPSO and two improved QPSO approaches, are evaluated on eight classic nu-
merical benchmark functions from previous studies and researches, and the results clearly
exhibit the optimization effectiveness of this proposed extended tissue−like P system.
Furthermore, the comparison experiments which are made on eight tested images from
the image segmentation datasets are conducted to verify the clustering performance of the
CQPSO−ETP as compared with three classic clustering techniques, including K−means,
SC, and PSO, and the computational results show the validity of this extended tissue−like
P system.

The computing model of tissue−like P systems is the parallel computing model,
which is highly effective and more efficient in solving optimization problems with linear
or polynomial complexity. However, the application of tissue−like P systems has been
limited by the incomplete fundamental operation and implementation difficulties. The
evolution mechanism based on the evolution computing techniques provides a new way
to achieve the evolutionary process for objects in P systems. Then, the computation of
tissue−like P systems in biology, which contain the execution of the evolution and commu-
nication rules for objects, is converted to the update and exchange of potential solutions in
mathematics. The proposed CQPSO−ETP takes the tissue−like P system with evolutional
symport/antiport rules and a promoter/inhibitor as the basic computational structure, and
the communication rules for objects will establish the communication relationship between
different membranes and regions in P systems. These relation links between different mem-
branes and regions are bidirectional, which are simple and easy to implement. However,
these static relation links in future studies are going to be replaced by dynamic relation links
in order to further accelerate convergence and improve the population diversity. Besides, a
more complicated membrane computing structure in P systems may be introduced in future
studies to improve the optimization performance of the SNS−based MIEAs. Furthermore,
the computing experiments were only executed on a low dimensional search space for
classic numerical benchmark functions, and the proposed CQPSO−ETP may have some
limitations in a high dimensional space. Therefore, future studies may test the effectiveness
of CQPSO−ETP using high dimensional benchmark functions, and may also focus on
MIEAs based on the extended neural−like P systems and other bio−inspired computing
models. More works are also needed to balance the local and global search abilities of this
proposed extended P system.
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